How to Make a Duck Finger Puppet

Start: Pick up 2 chenille stems and 1 yellow foam section from volunteers.

1. Trace and cut the duck puppet stencil out of the yellow foam.

2. Loop tabs 1 & 3 together, fold over tab 2, then staple all three tabs together.

3. Loop tabs 4 & 5 together and staple together. You should now have a tube that fits over your finger.

4. Stick wiggle eyes on the solid side of the tube near the top.

5. Cut a diamond from orange paper, fold in half to create a beak, and glue under the eyes.

6. Punch two holes about 1” apart on both sides of the puppet.

7. Twist the end of your chenille stem to create a small loop. Give the loop a point to make it a wing! Feed the other end through the top hole and out the bottom hole.

8. Create a tiny loop with the chenille stem and twist off to make feet. Repeat steps 7 & 8 and your finger puppet is done!